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Session objectives

Reflect on how PHNs can mainstream commissioning to drive sustainable change in 
health systems

Review Murray PHN’s framework for measuring and driving improved outcomes and 
experiences

Discuss these ideas and explore the journey to improving outcomes and 
experiences for communities across Australia

In this session we will:
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Part 1 - The future of commissioning
Jay Rebbeck, MD, Rebbeck
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PHNs have grown into confident regional commissioners
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The health challenges facing our populations are likely to increase 
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PHNs recognise there are significant opportunities to improve life outcomes 
and experiences for people like Sally
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Throughout Sally’s life, the system has missed opportunities to improve 
Sally’s life course outcomes and experiences
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What can PHNs do to help Sally, and other people like Sally, get onto a 
better life course trajectory?
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PHNs need to help mainstream commissioning to increase the focus on 
improving outcomes and experiences from investments

4% 100%

Niche Mainstream
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Mainstreaming commissioning means applying commissioning approaches 
across healthcare and other agencies supporting social determinants

Primary healthcare Healthcare Healthcare & cross-
government

Towards strategic commissioning →

1 2 3
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Mainstreaming commissioning will enable regions to effectively commission 
to address health and the social determinants of health
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A strategic commissioning approach provides opportunities throughout Sally’s 
life to improve Sally’s life course
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There are brilliant examples of strategic commissioning on display at this 
years’ Showcase
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Towards strategic commissioning →

In Part 2, Matt Jones will explore how Murray PHN are measuring and driving 
outcomes & experiences to support strategic commissioning
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